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Picture of chicken running away

Chicken tunnels, a.k.a. chunnels, are the best way to protect your flock while also letting them roam around your backyard. Some chicken owners make DIY chicken tunnels with welded wire, sod staples, and zip tires. Mesh versions are also available for $50 on Amazon.While coops keep them safe, your birds also need a place to walk freely, and sometimes a chicken run or an
open backyard just won't cut it. Feed the chicken chunnel. Chicken tunnels, a.k.a. chunnels, are the best way to protect your flock while also letting them roam around your backyard. These tunnels, which can be a straight run or wrap around the perimeter of your home, are not only good for the birds–they are good for your garden, too. This content is imported from Instagram.
You may find the same content in a different format, or you may find more information on their website. This content is imported from Instagram. You may find the same content in a different format, or you may find more information on their website. By placing these around your garden beds or crops, these chicken tunnels will encourage your flock to eat weeds and bugs that can
wreak havoc on your plants, vegetables and flowers, according to Good Life Permaculture. Set up a chicken tunnel to follow the fence line of your garden or the perimeter of your garden, and your chickens can double as all-natural weeds and insect killers. Blogger Zucchinimom of Suburban Homesteading created her own unique version of a chicken tunnel to give her poultry
more space and protection. Living in the suburbs I have to protect them from many critters, she wrote. We have foxes and birds of prey everywhere. This is as close to free range as we can get for them and they don't need supervision. Thanks to Suburban Homesteading Chicken keeper Leslie Wray Doyle made one out of nowhere for her birds with welded wire, sod staples, and
zip ties. Your chickens will love their chunnel, and protection from hawks will give you the peace of mind to let them vary, she said. The whole project took her six hours and cost only $80. Thanks to Jeffrey and Leslie Wray Doyle And if you don't feel like tackling a DIY project, you can buy a similar structure that will keep your herd just as happy! Thanks to Amazon SHOP NOW
Chicken Enclosure ($50, amazon.com)Get a step-by-step guide to making your own chicken tunnel on AskAPrepper.com. This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may find out more about this and similar content on piano.io This Italian-American dish was originally made with sliced pieces
of chicken on the bone that were roasted or fried and listened to a lemony sauce. We have replaced balsamic vinegar and added savoury Italian sausage, mushrooms and grape tomatoes to this hearty and easy weekday dinner. Ad - Continue reading Below Cal/Serv: 355 Revenue: 6 Prep Time: 0 hours 20 minutes Cooking time: 8 hours 0 minutes Total time: 8 hours 20 minutes
1/2 lb. hot or sweet Italian sausage connects 1 medium onion 2 garlic cloves 2 tbsp. tomato paste 2 tbsp. balsamic vinegar 1 tsp. dried Italian herbs or dried thyme 1 pt. Grape Tomatoes 1 package cremini mushrooms 1 cut-up chicken salt and pepper This ingredient module is made and maintained by a third party, and imported on this page. You may find more information about
this and similar content on their website. In 12-inch nonstick frying pan, cook sausage pieces for about 6 minutes over medium heat until well browned, turning occasionally. Transfer sausages to 5- to 6-quart slow cooker with tongs or slotted sausages. Add onion to the frying pan and cook for 4 minutes or until it softens slightly. Stir in the garlic and cook for 1 minute, stirring.
Remove the frying pan from the heat; stir in tomato paste, vinegar, and Italian herbs until mixed, then add tomatoes and mushrooms. Spoon vegetable mixture into slow cooker and stir to combine. Sprinkle chicken with 1/4 teaspoon salt and 1/4 teaspoon ground black pepper. In the same frying pan, cook chicken pieces (in 2 batches, if necessary) over medium heat until well
browned, about 10 minutes. Place chicken on top of vegetable mixture in slow cooker. Cover slow cooker with lid and cook as a manufacturer immediately, at low 8 hours or on high 4 hours. Lean fat from juices before serving. This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find
more information about this and similar content on piano.io Ad – Continue reading below If you missed it in the last step, it's time to check on the oil. Don't let it get too hot. It should also be noted that oil too cold will make your food very greasy. So the oil is good, the vegetables and the broth make sweet, sweet, eat love for each other, do not look! Oh you voyeur you! Well let me
distract you... Take a bowl, pour in about 1 cup of flour, a pinch of salt and black pepper to taste. It should be noted that my grandfather, maker of the world's most amazing fried fish ever told me that when it came to baking your pepper add and if you think you've got in enough, put in that much weatherSefame the herbs and flour, then roll the chicken into the mix.Once the
chicken is lightly floured, and the oil is at temperature, it's time to get dangerous! Gently add the chicken to the frying pan. We won't fry the chicken until it's done. We're just tanning from the outside to add some visual appeal and flavor to the mix. Once the chicken is lightly browned remove it from the fat Drain it. I want to drain my fried foods on paper shopping bags, another
acceptable method is to have a one strain onto a pan and place the chicken inside. If you don't put the paper bag on the stove! I only did this for the picture! Once the chicken is drained, carefully place it in the stock pot. If the pot is not cooking gently, increase the heat a little. At first glance, you think this is an early Halloween Instructable for an eerie recipe. Please don't look
away! It's not as horrible as it looks! It's actually a fantastic recipe in a not-so-traditional form that results in an uber tender chicken meal. The original recipe was posted in the New York Times as an April Fool's joke, but I made some of my own adjustments, and it was one of the most spectacularly juicy chickens I had ever had. No, you don't taste the watermelon, and yes, it's so
worth doing this. Summertime makes watermelons plentiful and cheap, so give this a try. It's a great summer party showstopper. I have added one of my own savory watermelon salad recipe to the bottom if you need an abundance of watermelon meat to do this. :)Inredients1 large watermelon (about 15 pounds) 1 burner chicken, (about 5 pounds) salt and pepper 1 whole lemon,
puffed with fork several times 1 tsp curry powder 1 tsp turmeric powder 1 tsp chilli powder 2 tsp garlic powder 2 tsp brown sugar 2 Tbsp cold butterSsharp knife ice cream scooper or large spoon 6 wooden skewers large baking saucepans When choosing your watermelon , make sure it's big enough to hold your chicken when it's empty. You might want to buy these at the same
time so you can guess the size. My 5lb bird worked perfectly in my 15 pound watermelon. Also, because I wanted this to be a cool presentation of turning a watermelon into a slow-cooker pot, I chose one that was aesthetically cute! You peel all the skin off your chicken if you want to cut down on the fat, but I love the flavors in the gravy that is made at the end. Plus, I feel like it
helps to the tenderness. I don't know. I'm not a cook, I just love food. The original recipe for this used Chinese five-spice powder and soy sauce. I gave that a pass and tried a mix of curry, turmeric, chilli and garlic. You go with all the herbs or rub you rather. Preheat the oven to 400 F. Cut a small horizontal slice from the bottom of the watermelon so it doesn't roll away. How sad
would that be?! Cut the top third of the watermelon horizontally. This will be your lid on your jar. Use a pair knife to make a guide around the perimeter of the watermelon lid and base. Scoop the watermelon out of the lid and then score the inside of the melon to remove large chunks. After you have large chunks, finish hollowing out the base by scooping out the rest. To have the
herb rubbed, in a bowl, mix curry powder, turmeric, garlic powder, chili powder, and brown sugar. Stir in some salt and pepper. Season the inside of the chicken with and pepper. Place the fork-pricked lemon in chicken. Lift the skin off the chicken and rub in some of the spice mix. Rub the rest of the spice mix over the outside of the chicken, place the chicken in the base of the
hollowed watermelon. Top with some more salt and pepper. Place the lid of the watermelon on top and use skewers to lock it in place. If you skip this, the lid will come off as it shrinks in the oven and that's nonsense! Please don't skip! Place chicken on a large frying pan. It will eventually accumulate quite a bit of juice, so you might want to line it with foil to help keep things clean. I
didn't do that. I like elbow grease. Bake in 400F oven for 2 hours. Reduce the heat to 300F and bake for 2 1/2 hours longer. Check occasionally to make sure your baking pan isn't overcrowded. Carefully remove melon from the oven and remove the skewers. Remove the lid and tip all the juices of the melon and the frying pan into a saucepan. Bring juices to a boil over high heat,
then lower and simmer until it reduces a little. Whisk in 2 tablespoons cold butter, then pour into a serving bowl or gravy boat. Before you tear up the chicken, you want to gather everyone and see what I can do, and do an air kick. If there's no one around, take a selfie next to the large melon-like chickeny mass and send it around. Still! Just pulling on the chicken will cause it to fall
apart into pieces because it is so tender. Spoon gravy over chicken and enjoy! This is one of my favorite savoury salads that I make from watermelon. Try it with some of that excess watermelon you have now! Spicy Cashew Watermelon SaladIngredients: fruit of half a large watermelon, cubes 1/2 a bunch fresh mint, torn 3 tomatoes, sliced 1 avocado, diced 1/2 cup cashewnuts,
chopped 1 jalapeno, sliced (1/2 if you want it milder)1/2 teaspoon black sesame seeds 1/2 teaspoon white sesame seeds1 small lime2 Eljakip soy sauce2 tsp rice wine vinegar1/2 inch block fresh ginger2 garlic cloves In a bowl, mix the watermelon, mint, tomatoes, avocado, cashlapew, jaeno, and sesame seeds. In a small bowl, mix together the soy sauce, lime juice and vinegar.
Grate in the ginger and garlic. Drizzle over salad and mix well. Good.
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